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Marriage STRONG provides 
couple-to-couple discussion 
dynamics between the mentors 
and mentees. The mentor couple 
offers support, hospitality and 
facilitates healthy interactions. 

Marriage Mentoring
to 

Enrich & Restore
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to 
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•Identify strength and growth areas
•Explore personality traits
•Strengthen communications skills
•Resolve conflicts and reduce 
stress
•Compare family backgrounds
•Comfortably discuss financial 
issues
•Establish personal, couple and 
family goals

The Prepare & Enrich 
Assessment will assist you and 

your partner to:
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ᚍ

ᚍ Provide objective discussion and results 
based on assessment

Catalyst for conversation and healthy 
discussion

ᚍ

Enhance relationship skills

ᚍ Reduce risk for divorce
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Marriage STRONG marriage mentoring equips 
couples for a lasting marriage through pre-
engagement and pre-marital seasons, as well as for 
couples who desire marriage strengthening, or 
marriages in need of restoration. Each of our 
trained mentor couples are Christians who desire to 
help marriages last forever, focusing on how to more 
effectively communicate, resolve conflict, meet each 
other’s needs and convey unconditional love and 
respect.

Mentee couples complete an online inventory 
assessment to identify strengths and growth areas 
from thirteen categories of life.   Increased 
understanding and communication about those 
areas are facilitated by the mentor couple. Trained 
mentors provide multiple feedback sessions to help 
mentee couples understand and discuss the results, 
while teaching them proven relationship and 
communication skills. ᚍ

Increase awareness of your relationship

Our trained facilitators 
are comitted to empowering 
couples at every stage ...
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Relationship Strong:
For couples in the pre-engagement 

and pre-marriage stages

Marriage Strong:
For couples wanting to take their 
marriage to the next level and/or 
looking for growth and restoration 
due to a stressed marriage
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Healthy marriages are the back-bone of a strong 
community/church. Here at NRC, we have trained 
facilitators who have a heart for strengthening 
relationships prior to a commitment and investing in 
marriages ongoing.  Through Prepare and Enrich, a 
program outside of NRC, we have the opportunity 
to assess relationships to help make relationships 

and marriages stronger.


